Introduction.
In 1953 Dowker [4] introduced a new normality condition which he called total normality. He proved that every perfectly normal space is totally normal, and every totally normal space is completely normal. In this paper we prove further results about totally normal spaces. In particular, we show that if X is a totally normal space having a topological property P which satisfies certain axioms, then every subset of X has property P. Two main results are then as follows: (1) every totally normal paracompact space is hereditarily paracompact; (2) every totally normal collectionwise normal space is hereditarily collectionwise normal.
The reader is referred to E. Michael's papers [5] , [6] for definitions concerning open covers, refinements, closure preserving collections, locally finite collections, and paracompactness, and to R. H. Bing's paper [l] for definitions concerning discrete collections and collectionwise normality. A topological space X is completely normal if every subset of X is normal. A topological space X is hereditarily paracompact {hereditarily collectionwise normal) if every subset of X is paracompact (collectionwise normal).
Let A be a normal space. X is said to be perfectly normal if every open subset of X is an F" in X, and X is said to be totally normal if every open subset U of X can be written as a locally finite (in U) collection of open F, subsets of X. All spaces in this paper are assumed to be Hausdorff.
2. The axioms for P. Let P be a topological property satisfying these axioms. Axiom 1. If A is any topological space such that every open subset of X has property P, then every subset of X has property P. Axiom 2. If A is any topological space having property P, and U is an Fa subset of X, then U has property P.
Axiom 3. If X is any topological space, and {F":a in A} is a locally finite open cover of X such that for all a in A, Va has property P, then X has property P.
We then have the following theorem.
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 1. If X is a totally normal space having property P, then every subset of X has property P.
Proof. Let U be a subset of X; we want to show that U has property P. By Axiom 1, we may assume that U is open. Since X is totally normal, Z7=U { Ua: a in A }, where each Ua is an open P" in X, and the collection ( Ua: a in A } is locally finite in U. Proof. Let C be a subset of X, and let {77a: a in A } be a closed discrete collection in C. We want to find a mutually disjoint collec- (1) Each H" is closed in U. Proof.
Let {Hc: a in B} be a discrete collection of closed sets in X. We want to find a mutually disjoint collection of open sets { U": a in B} such that for all a in P, Hc is contained in Ur.
For each a in A, the collection { Va^H": a in P} is a discrete collection of closed sets in Va. Since Va is collectionwise normal by hypothesis, there is a mutually disjoint collection {£",": r/in P} of sets open in Va such that for each a in P, iVa^H</) is contained in Ga><r.
We may further assume that the collection {G",": o" in P} is discrete in Va (and hence in X) by a result due to Nagami [7, p. 84] . Note that for any a in P, Ga,<r is contained in Va, and that for ctt^t, Ga,cl^Ga,r = 0. Put G= {G«,":a in .4, <r in B}; the collection G is closure preserving by a Lemma due to Michael [6, p. 827 ].
For each a in A and a in B, let 77a," = U {Ga.r-.B 9* a,r 9* o-}.
Since G is closure preserving, each 77a," is closed. Now let Ua,<, 
